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Abstract. The scattering theory for the Klein Gordon equation, with time-dependent
potential and in a non-static space-time, is considered. Using the Klein Gordon equation

formulated in the Hilbert space La(Ra) and the Einstein'srelativisticequation in the space

L2(R3, dx) and establishingthe equivalenceof the vacuumstates of their linearizedformsin

the Hilbert space La(R3) with the help of unique symmetricsymplecticoperator, the time
evolutionunitaryoperator U(t) has beenfixedfor the KleinGordon equation,incorporating
either the positive or negativefrequencies,in the infinitedimensionalHilbert space LZ(RS).
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1. Introduction

In this paper our aim is to find a unique time evolution unitary operator for the Klein
Gordon equation in the infinite dimensional Hilbert space L 2 (R3). It is known that the
Klein Gordon equation, being second order in time, does not by itself warrant the
existence of such an operator, mainly due to the simultaneous presence o f the positive
and negative frequencies in its solutions. A way, then, has to be found to weed out one of
these frequencies from the solutions, say for definiteness, the negative frequencies.
Hopefully, we could do so and ultimately go to obtain the time evolution operator by
considering the scattering theory for the Klein Gordon equation with the timedependent potential and in a nonstatic space-time. The case, in favour, is that both the
Klein Gordon equation formulated in the Hilbert space L2(R 3) and the Einstein's
relativistic equation of flat space formulated in the Hilbert space L2(R 3, dx) are second
order differential equations. The first problem is to find out some equivalent solution of
the two equations with a worthwhile operator. The equivalent solution works out to be
the physical vacuum states of the linearized Klein Gordon equation (LKGE)and the
linearized form of the Einstein's relativistic equation (LERE) respectively. The
worthwhile operator is the symplectic operator.
In w2, the exact vacuum solutions of LEREand LKGEand their symplectic operators
f~LEREand f~LKGEare determined. Note that the symplectic operator exists, if A(1): it be
symmetric, corresponds to singular perturbations and A(2): the order of approximation
considered is O(e2), where e is a small positive expansion parameter of the background
metric g~b and the Killing vector k~
gab = g~b + eht~b + e2h2ab,
k ~ = k o + ~kl~ +

~2k2a,

~1)
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where hub, hA, are the first and second order changes of the metric along the family
0ob(2) evaluated at 121 -- 0 and k,,
1 k,
2 are the corresponding first and second order
changes of the Killing vector ko.
In w we show that the symplectic operators f~LEREand f~x6~ are equivalent
through the equality of their energy momentum tensors Taband the equivalence of the
respective spaces of formulation of LEREand LKGEviz L2(R3, dx) and L2(R3).
As the energy momentum represents the same scalar field, be it either formulated in
the Hilbert space L2(R 3, dx) with respect to LEREor in the Hilbert space L2(R3) with
respect to LKGE,their equality, under the mathematical assumptions A(3), A(4), leads to
part of the requirements (equation (19)) for the equivalence of the symplectic operators
~. The other part of the equivalence of the two spaces is established by expanding the
space L2(R 3) to L2(R 3, dx).
In w4, we have formulated the unitary time evolution operator for KG in terms of the
physical vacuum solution in the Hilbert space L 2 (R3). For this, we have extended our
Hilbert space L2(R3), which is in fact the real Hilbert space ogec(ogec = JfR(~i~,'fs), for
decomposing the positive and negative frequencies in the complex Hilbert space oafc.
First we have decomposed the frequencies of KG and shown that they are unique. For
the existence of the symplectic operator f~, in the extended Hilbert space L 2 (R 3, dx) of
L2(R3), we have considered the inequality (25), which stipulates the existence of the
scattering operators. Subsequently, we have, in the interaction picture in the extended
Hilbert space L2(R 3, dx), constructed the time evolution unitary operator U(t),
expression (35) that contains only one type of frequencies (the positive ones). This U (t)
is unique because the S operator is identified as the symplectic operator f~ in the
interaction picture in (31). This symplectic operator f~ is orthogonal to any arbitrary
vector in ~e~.
2. Physical vacuum states of LER~and LKGEand their symplectic operators

2.1

Physical vacuum states

To obtain the physical vacuum states we have to linearize Einstein's relativistic and
Klein Gordon equations. Einstein's relativistic equation, formulated in the Hilbert
space L2(R 3, dx), is of the form

Rab[gab (,~,)]

=

O,

(2)

where 2 is the parameter. To linearize it, differentiate (2) with respect to 2 and put 12 I
= 0 , i.e.
(d/d2) (Rub(gab 0.)),at =o 0.
(3)
=

We, then, get the following LERE
VmVmhab -

where,

gab =

gab

2V'V (ahb)m+ V,Vb(g'~nhm,)= 0,

(4)

(0) is the background metric:

g~b=[l+d~(gab(2)),~,=o(t,r) ds2]
= [1 + h,b(t, r)ds 2]

(51
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on using the expansion (I) and ds 2 = dt 2 - dx 2. Consider now the Klein Gordon
equation in the Hilbert space L 2 (R 3)
(12]+ m2)~b = O.

(6)

Compare (6) with the linear equation of the form
Danck n = 0,

(7)

where, D an is a second order linear differential operator, viz
D an = X an abVaV b "31-Y anaV~ + Z an.

(8)

Comparison of expressions of (8) with corresponding expressions of (6), yields the
symmetric conditions (as outlined in criteria A(1) of w1)
x a n = Gab,

y an _ 0,

z a n _ m2,

(9)

and the LKGEbecomes

GababVaVb -I- m2 = 0.

(I0)

Let ( M ', O,~) be an exact vacuum solution of LEREand 1obe a null vector field, such that
hart = la lb (h,~, a linearized field in ( M ', Oab) satisfies the LERE).Then O'ab = Oab + 1~lb is an
exact vacuum solution of LERE (4) and its inverse is
0'~ = 0 ab - lo lb.

For the LKGE,(10), for ( M,

Gab), the exact vacuum solutions, we arrive at the expression

G'~b = Gab + Lo Lb.
LKGE

To prove the uniqueness of these exact vacuum solutions, we should show that
G'ab = 0~, = G~(say), which can be achieved with the help of a unique symplectic
operator ft. For that, we have to find the symplectic operators for LKGEand LER~.
2.2 Symplectic operator
To construct the symplectic operator, first consider the Klein Gordon (6) and the
symmetric conditions, (9). Then the inner product of ~A with ~ba will be
(tkA, ~bs)= S~bA~bndv

(11)

on space time ( M, Gab), where ~ba and ~n are fields of the inner product space of tensor
fields of valence [A] with compact 4-volume v with boundary Xa. Using Stoke's
theorem, the operator D aa will be proved to be symmetrical on the domain
( dpa, O ancPn)M = ( O and~a, dPn)M,

(12)

on putting the boundary condition for the region to be compact, we find

So(4'aDA ~n- 4'"Da4'A) dv
= 0 = ~o {q~aGababVa~b " - dpAGab"bVa~pn} dE,,

(13)
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where, (11) is the Za-surface integral. Hence, the symplectic operator for LKGEreads
[~LKGE((]),E~) : [ 2 Sz.{V%bV~b -89

m2~b)}kbdZa],

(14)

and similarly for the LERE, it works out to be
~'~LERE(I//,El//)

=

2 Sz.- fll-2~b'a@['--gab(~h'c@'~ + mZ~k)kbdYa],

(15)

where fl, m 2 are positive constants related to the mass of the field and the choice of the
units respectively. Note that for arriving at (14) and (15), use is made of the criteria A(1)
and A(2) of the w1 of the existence of symplectic operator fl(., .). Now we have to show
that the exact vacuum solutions of Lg~E and LEgE are equivalent and unique.
3. Equivalence of the physical vacuum states of LEnE and LKGE

In this section first we have to show that the symplectic operators for LERE~"~LERE and
LKGE~'~LKGEare equivalent though the equality of the energy momentum tensors, T~a.
Because the energy momentum tensors, T~b, represent the same scalar fields, whether
they be formulated in either the Hilbert space L2(R 3, dx) with respect to the LEREor
the Hilbert space L2(R 3) with respect to LKGE. The question that arises here is the
following: Under what conditions the tensors, Tab, are identical? To answer that,
consider the space time (M, gab) which admits a Killing vector ka. Then,
__ I m
V[aVb] k a - -~ R a b a k s
ra
rot
ka = kamb,
R = Rm.

(16)

Using (4) and (5), the energy momentum tensor satisfies, by virtue of the Killing vector,
ka, Va T aa = 0 or equivalently the integrable equation Va( T~,k b) = 0. Hence for the
scalar field, the energy-momentum tensor for LERE becomes
ab

TLERE =

-fl[-2d/ad/~'-gab{d/cd/c+m2@2}].

(17)

Note that the energy momentum tensorial form of the LEREbecomes Tab = 0, if Tab = 0,
where ~ is in the space of g'ab, viz L 2 (R 3, dx). Similarly for the scalar field, the energy
momentum tensor for LKGE reduces to
T a LKGE
b
.~ [ v a i ~ V b ( J ~ - 8 9

9

(18)

The expressions (17) and (18) should be identical under the mathematical assumptions:
/1(3). For each f u n c t i o n f 6 C ~ ( R 3) taking values in C 4, associate an operator ~ ( f ) ,
( ~ ( f ) ) corresponds to
0)d3x,

and/1 (4). The anti-commutation relation {~ (f), ~,* (g) } = ( f, g) hold s for arbitrary f, g
(the inner product is taken in L 2(R 3) (~ C 4). For the relativistic case considered, we have
= 8 ( L g)
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and

B(f, 0) = B(f~, Ok),

where k is the Lorentz transformation. Now comparing T L~R~
*~ = T ob
LKG~,on equating
corresponding terms of the right hand sides of expressions (17) and (18) (with the help
of the mathematical assumptions A(3), A(4)) would entail conditions, which, when
expressed in the surface integral form, amount to the following:
(i)

~g'~2 dY'a = fl Jz.~O2d~a

1

(ii)

Jz.fl(q"aq"~)dY~a= ~z. (Vaq~V~)dX~ I

(19)

with 6g = - O~s.
These are part of the requirements for the equality of the symplectic operators
f~LEREand O.txGE,

f~, ~s~ = g,,o~ = n ( . , . ) (say).

(20)

Here, both the symplectic operators flLER~and f~L~OEoperate in different Hilbert
spaces, i.e. flL~REin LZ(R 3, dx) and fILK~Ein LZ(R3) respectively. Since we need to
establish the equivalence of the symplectic operators in the single Hilbert space L z (R3),
either we have to expand the space of L2(R~) to L2(R 3, dx) or we have to contract the
Hilbert space L 2(R 3, dx) to L 2(R~). We adopt the former method. Let us assume that
M' is manifold equivalent to L2(R 3, dx) and M is the manifold equivalent to L2(R3).
We have already shown that (M ', 0,~) is an asymptotically flat-space-time and is exact
vacuum solution of Einstein's equation. We can say that the manifold
M' = M u J ,

(21)

with smooth metric and scalar symplectic function f~ in M, and the associated fields
being in conformally coupled space-time and extension vacuum fields of 0~b, 0~. Then
flla, and na are both null and orthogonal on J . Then, for
0 ~ = (~)2 0~ on Yf~ = 0 ]

na

V'.f~.

J

(22)

h~ is said to preserve asymptotically the flatness of first order, if f12 admits a smooth
extension to Y, such that
f~h~nn'~n'b b = O.

(23)

Now, in our case the L2(R3, dx) is considered as extension space of L2(R3). The
new boundary conditions, on extending the manifold from M to M', are O'~ = f~2Oab
on J f ~ = O, na = V"f~. They are non-zero, null and
Vana = 0.

(24)

Thus we see that the symplectic operators flLEREand DLK~Eare equivalent and the
vacuum solutions are also the same, i.e.
9'-b = a'o~ = Gas (say)

LERE LKGE
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in Hilbert space L2(R 3) under the the conditions (24) and mathematical assumptions A(3), A(4).
To show that .q'~bis unique in the Hilbert space L2 (R~), consider l, to be a null vector
field, such that hob = la lb (h~b, a linearized field on ( M ', gab) satisfies the LERE). Then
g~b+ lalb is an exact vacuum solution of LERE. Set x ~ = l'Wm l ". Contracting ial b, we
obtain XaXa= 0 which implies lax~ --: 0, using the fact that l ~ is null. Thus ! ~ must be a
geodesic. We can write (4) as
V=V~(Ia 1~)- 2V=V~o[lbflm] = 0.
Then g'ab is non-degenerate and an inverse of g~ = gab_ lo lb, where l" = ga'l,,, exists.
Let V'. denote the derivative operator compatible with g'.b. Due to I a being null, the
connection tensor Ca$ = 0 relates the two derivatives Va and V~. respectively. The
connection tensor Co~bis zero, so the exact vacuum solutions g'b willbe identical.
The connection tensor Ca~ is zero because of the nullness of I a. This shows the
uniqueness of tile exact vacuum solutions of LERE and LKGE.

4. Formulation of the time evolution operator for the Klein-Gordon equation
In this section we formulate the unique unitary time evolution operator for KG. For
this, we adopt the method jotted below: A(5): Extend the real Hilbert space ~ge'R to the
complex space ~ c , viz .go = .,r176(~iJt~R, so that ~ s c X'r This facilitates splitting of
the positive and negative frequencies.
A(6): Consider the inequality, which is uniformly bounded:

f~llF(t,

.) lifo dt

<

(25)

oo,

where, I1"II| denotes the L| norm over space ~ R . This inequality ensures that the
scattering operator S exists. Split the positive and negative frequencies of KG. For that,
consider the KG equation in L2(Ra),
(I-I + m 2) ~ = 0,

(26)

where, ~b(@, ~). Then
~-

~

= P

,

(27)

(r
where,

~

~

and

P=(~

= 02 ~ + a0d, 4 / ~ = 0,

l),sothatPP-l=I.

Now putting B = (m 2 - V) 1 / 2 - acting in
LZ(R3, dx)-,

C = ~t/2 and

(28)
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d(O) (:1

(29)

N

9

and QQ-I = I,

= Q

We have P - Q, because P = ~! and Q = ~ 2 I are related to ~ and 9 is null since ~ ~ 0.
We can write (27) as

and in the interaction picture, we can write it as

d

-dt- ( W ) = e x p ( - t Q )
where,

( -0F o )0

exp(tQ) W = J(t) W,

t31)

(~

W (t) = exp ( - tQ) O~ satisfies (26),
Then

exp (tQ) • G'b,

(32)

(~

where, • G'.b are solutions of (26), are asymptotic to O in ..~o as t --. oo. Therefore, the
scattering operator iS -G'.~) -- § G ~ satisfies
:t:

'
G.b=
lira W(t).

(33)

t-*+~

This shows that the scattering operator S exists and bounded. In the interaction picture,
S is the S-matrix that incorporates the positive and negative frequencies + G,~ ~.,~sc (the
scattering space) through the W's, viz
S = W+ W~ or Wt+ W_.

(34)

We write, the time evolution operator U(t) as
U (t) = e x p ( - itHo) Wt+ e x p ( - itHo).

(35)

Using the mathematical assumptions A(3), A(4) of w3 and the inequality (25), we found
out that (31) can be solved in the closed interval [ - oo, + ~ ] . This means that the
Cauchy data for (31) can be specified separately at t = + oo or t = - ~ respectively.
The solutions of the K G lie in the real Hilbert space J~R. The canonical symplectic
structure on Y:R is
) =

on the Cauchy surface 4, a n d . denotes the metric operators o f J ~ Rat the specified time
t = to, we write
./t

t0
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where, ~1, 42 satisfy (26). With A(5), there are no fixed'vectors in ofs. Hence there are
no vectors in of, fixed under U(t). Suppose that for no vector x in OfR, we have f~(t)x
-- x for all t, then on ofs we have a complex Hilbertian structure such that the given
real inner product becomes the real part of the complex inner product. It follows that
there exists a new complex structure o f o, on oft such that
Re ( . , . ) ~ , = Re (.,.)~,
and that U (t) has strictly positive energy on ofo, since of~ is invariant under U (t). In
fact, OfR becomes a complex Hilbert space with complex structure

(0

and complex scalar product ( . ,. ). Then exp(tQ) is a strongly continuous unitary
group in OfR. From (32) and (33), we found S is bounded and invertible. This means that
S is also symplectic (Paneitz and Stephen 1982), since each J(t) in (31) is in symplectic
group.
Equation (35) defines only the positive frequency as having been defined on OfRand
of~ (t) c_ oft. Thus for any t e R, U (t) is unitary transformation of oft and OfR(t) with
the property
s - lira U (t) = I, s - lira U (t) = S.
t-*c~

t -P--QO

Here U (t) as given by (35), is certainly unique, since ofo and W+ are unique. It is
formulated in terms of the vacuum states of LKGEby virtue of the fact that

It is worthwhile to note that for the necessary transformation to go from the scattering
space ofsc to the interaction picture space (Xanthopoulas 1978), as embodied in (35), we
have, for r O2E ofsc and ~ = W*+,

= (

wt_w+ wt_ , 2 )

= ( W~Ol, W~S~) 2 )
=

).

Thus, we arrive at the unique time evolution unitary operator U (t), (35), for the Klein
Gordon equation.
5. Conclusions

Finding a unique exact vacuum solution for the Klein Gordon equation with the help of
a unique symmetric symplectic operator, (for the singular perturbation problem),
splitting the solution uniquely into its positive and negative parts and incorporating the
respective frequencies in the scattering operator S, we have arrived at the unique unitary
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time evolution operator U (t) (expression (35)) for Klein Gordon equation in terms of
its vacuum solution in the infinite dimensional Hilbert space L 2 (R3).
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